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Welcome to the ADA Ninjaz: Music Development Litepaper. 

As per our recently launched whitepaper, the ADA Ninjaz team promised you 
music utility in accordance with our rebrand as an entertainment and 
multimedia company, and that is what we aim to deliver.

Alongside our partners at Mirai Music, we have been fortunate enough to 
develop a community-driven song that now has over 100k streams across
all music streaming platforms. The song, Another Day Another Night, can be
streamed online here.

We recognize the importance NFTs and blockchain technology will have on
the future of the music industry. Therefore, the ADA Ninjaz team presents 
to you this litepaper, elaborating on the second core element of our 
multimedia business – music.

This litepaper is split into FOUR short sections:

Vision.
ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs and Aramar Soundwaves NFTs.
Community-driven music creation framework.
Future.

We are committed to working with Mirai Music to deliver high-quality music 
whilst continuing to push the boundaries and integrating value through our 
NFTs. To achieve this, we will be introducing the ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs. 

The revenue generated from the NFTs will be re-invested into the promotion, 
marketing and most importantly, scouting of artists and singers for future 
ADA Ninjaz music content. 

With your support, ADA Ninjaz is well on its way to becoming the multimedia 
entertainment business we have promised you.

Let’s show the world what YOUR stories, YOUR decisions, and YOUR choices 
have enabled us to build together.

Ikuzo!

https://www.adaninjaz.com/whitepaper
https://www.riccardolovatto.com/miraimusic
https://open.spotify.com/track/0cAiZ3DMlm2EYxfZlM2Kdz?si=e4f60eef2e8c464a


Vision

Develop a self-sustaining music generation system that expands on the 
ADA Ninjaz community-driven music creation framework whilst continuing to 
onboard high-profile and influential music artists into the ecosystem.

The music industry is highly competitive. You cannot simply record a soundtrack,
release it onto a streaming platform, and then expect it to be a smash hit.

For the ADA Ninjaz OST to succeed, we, the team and community, must do it
right. This means securing high-profile/influential artists and having a clear
marketing and promotion strategy.

In our promise to deliver an OST, we could’ve easily resorted to an 
instrumentals-only soundtrack to minimize costs. However, we thoroughly
believe in providing you with quality rather than delivering just the bare 
minimum.

Enter the ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs.

Each music single will have its own set of ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs. 
They will have a core set of utilities that provides benefits to all future music 
products and some will have more personalized utilities based on the artists
involved.

ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs

The purpose of the ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs is to increase our 
exposure to the wider music industry, with the intent of securing 
high-profile music artists. Achieving this means higher demand

for artists to be involved in our future music singles. 
This is the self-sustaining model that we want to create.

The Aramar single’s Music Pass NFTs will be called Aramar Soundwaves NFTs.

The Aramar Soundwaves NFTs will be split into two tiers:

Tier 1 - Cubs
Tier 2 - Lions



Both tiers will provide you with future ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs utilities 
in their respective tiers too.

Aramar Soundwaves Tier 1 - Cubs
Description: These NFTs act as an access pass to receive the utility detailed 
below.

Total supply count: 470 NFTs.

Price: 100 ADA. Existing holders of Aramar (S1) NFTs will receive a 50% 
discount.

Utility:

Early access to the next song’s release.
Group FaceTime with the artists and music team.
NFT plaque for every milestone achieved (eg. 1 million streams, 1st place on 
iTunes, award nominations etc.)
Whitelist access and discounts to all future Music Pass NFT drops.
Whitelist and/or early access to all artist-related NFTs (if the artist decides to 
launch a large NFT collection, you will receive whitelists or early access to buy 
their NFTs).

Other perks: 

25 lucky holders who will be able to convert one of their Aramar NFTs into
a  musical version (ie. with guitar etc).
155 Music postcards (that can be played on a record player as a vinyl).



Aramar Soundwaves Tier 2 - Lions
Description: Three sets of 10 NFTs that will be released by the singers and 
artists featured in the song and in this case IAGO, Katie Belle, and Billy Martin. 
These NFTs will have additional utility that is more personalized to the music 
artists themselves.

Total supply count: 30 NFTs.

Price: No set price. These NFTs will be pre-minted and airdropped to each artist. 
The artist will decide the method of distribution e.g. auction, giveaway, contest, 
etc.

Note: For the sale of Billy Martin’s Aramar Soundwave NFTs, 40% of the
revenue generated will be shared to him, 40% shared to ADA Ninjaz for 
marketing and promotion, and the remaining 20% donated to charity. 
For IAGO and Katie it will be a 50/50 split between each artist and 
ADA Ninjaz.

Utility:

All utilities from tier 1 - Cubs.
Participation: In our next ADA Ninjaz soundtrack you will have the chance to 
play a riff or bassline, create a beat, sing, narrate/perform spoken word, mix 
and/or produce aspects of the track (and receive credits for this).

http://www.iagomusic.com/
https://officialkatiebelle.com/
http://www.thebillymartin.com/


Intimate group (up to 5 people) video call with the:
Artist of your purchased Music Pass NFT.
Music team (Mirai Music).
ADA Ninjaz creators (Tommy, Zushan, and Ignacio).

1 x vinyl music postcard signed by IAGO, Katie Belle, and Billy Martin. 
Customizable vocal message from the artist.
Physical music postcard with personalized handwritten messages from 
the artists.
Receive a free Daisuke (S3) ADA Ninjaz NFT at drop.
You can convert 1 of your Aramar NFTs into a musical Aramar version. 



Community-driven

Music Creation Framework

At ADA Ninjaz, we strive to involve the community as much as possible 
in all decisions related to our products. This is why we have developed 
our own Community-Driven Music Creation Framework (ADA Ninjaz Music
Framework), which allows our members to influence all aspects of the
music creation process.

Community involvement for each individual OST track may and has 
previously included:

Genre suggestions - to determine the musical genre.
Beats and melodies - voting on beats and melodies.
Lyrics - writing lyrics for a chance to be included in the official song 
lyrics.
Music artists selection - suggesting different musicians to sing and/or
play instruments.
Song title - naming contest.
Music video - suggestions on the type of music video to create.
Vocals - Including your vocals in the OST.

Single 1 - “Another Day Another Night” (Completed and Released on 
17 December 2021)

With Another Day Another Night, the community got their first taste of 
the ADA Ninjaz Music Framework. ADA Ninjaz holders got to influence
and help write half of the music lyrics of the song.

Single 2 - Aramar (In Progress)

For the second track we:
Increased the community’s exposure to the decision-making process i.e. 
music genre, beats, melodies, and lyrics.
Will introduce its ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs, Aramar Soundwaves NFTs.
Opened up access for our ADA Ninjaz NFT holders to have direct 
conversations with Mirai Music. The direct and live feedback we received 
was invaluable.



 

Provided members the opportunity to record their voices to appear in the 
official soundtrack, with three members making it into the final soundtrack. 
They will also be credited for their efforts.

On-boarded new music artists. The Aramar soundtrack features lead vocals 
from IAGO, harmonies from Katie Belle, and guitar riffs from Good 
Charlotte’s Billy Martin.

A portion of the funds generated from the ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs will
be re-invested into the direct promotion and marketing of the Aramar 
soundtrack as a means to generate interest amongst further musicians 
and artists (for more information on the remaining funds).

Royalties from the secondary sales for the Aramar Soundwaves NFTs will be
set at 10% and split between the three artists and ADA Ninjaz.

Single 3 - Atsuko (Concept)

A portion of funds generated from the sale of ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs will 
also be re-invested into securing artists for the Atsuko soundtrack. 

There will also be a second set of ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs, named the 
Atsuko Soundwaves NFTs. More information on the utilities of these NFTs will 
be revealed closer to the release of the song.

Aramar Soundwave NFTs will provide you with future ADA Ninjaz Music Pass 
NFTs utilities in their respective tiers too.

Single 4 - Daisuke (Concept)

The fourth single will involve more artists and will bring the music journey 
closer to a real scale EP and also to a full-fledged virtual concert and/or live 
music event.

Again, a third set of ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs will be released, named the 
Daisuke Soundwaves NFTs released. More information on the utilities of these
NFTs will be revealed closer to the release of the song.

Aramar Soundwave NFTs and Atsuko Soundwave NFTs will provide you with
future ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs utilities in their respective tiers too.



Note: Only purchase the ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs if you would like to 
support the ADA Ninjaz community and business as a whole. Even with the 
continual success of each track, there is no guarantee of profit or revenue 
returns. However, you will receive the promised utilities as listed above.

Future
True to the ADA Ninjaz philosophy of being a community-driven project, 
we are continuing to push the boundaries and opening our doors to music 
fans all over the world not only asking them to listen to the music but to actively 
participate in developing it.

Early adopters will have more opportunities to participate in the creation of the 
ADA Ninjaz OST and each new song will build upon the success of the previous 
song, as will each new set of ADA Ninjaz Music Pass NFTs.

Our intention is that come the completion of the entire OST, we’ll have a thriving 
collective of music lovers and artists all interacting with one another, sharing 
upon each other's successes.

Now is your chance to not only go behind the scenes, but get direct access 
and participation into the entire music creation workflow!

Join the ADA Ninjaz community to be a part of something different and 
exciting! For existing Ninjaz, as always, thank you for all your support 
#NinjazFam.




